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NO. 565GKMS, HKMS & LKMS TYPE TELEPHONE SETS 

(Card No. 2) 

Six-button modular desk type key telephone sets arranged for hold H, pick-up P, and cut off C as indicated in table. The spring 
combinations associated with the pick-up buttons indicated in the table as (P) may be converted in the field for signaling. 
The pick-up key buttons are of the illuminated type, i.e., when illuminated, they serve as line busy and/or incoming call sig
nals. A blocking ring is furnished for use in blocking an unused button. Equipped with No. 51A lamps for illuminating the 
pick-up buttons (one lamp for each button). 

The volume of the ringer can be varied by means of a knurled cam projecting through the base. By removing the housing and 
making a minor adjustment, the ringer can be silenced. 

Contains a KS-20419 Ll buzzer operating on 10 Vac. If required for ac and de operation, arranged for but not equipped with a 
KS-8109 buzzer, which may be ordered separately. Also arranged for but not equipped with an exclusion plunger and an ex
clusion key which may be installed in the field using a D-179935 kit of parts which is not furnished and must be ordered 
separately. 

Screw terminal connections are provided on the terminal board for connection of auxiliary services such as buzzers, lamps, 
keys etc. Sets are also arranged for but not equipped with a P-25E962 terminal strip which provides screw terminals for the 
connection of additional auxiliary services, when required. 

Furnished wired for use in the lAl and 1A2 Key Telephone Systems. May be arranged for use in the lA Key Telephone System 
and the 3A Speakerphone System by rearranging connections. 

In addition to apparatus listed on cards 2 and 3, each set contains a No. 4228S network and a No. 616D (hand set) jack. No. 
565 GKM, HKM, and LKM type sets contain a No. 636B key, a No. 636A key, and a No. 589J key, respectively. Each set 
also contains an H4DU hand set cord. 

Equipped with a line switch assembly which breaks both the tip and ring sides of the line instead of the ring side only. 

Overall dimensions are approximately 9.500 inches long by 5.625 inches wide by 5.234 inches high. 
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